[Therapeutic modalities in the treatment of palmar and axillary hyperhidrosis].
The authors summarize their therapeutic methods of palmar and axillary hyperhidrosis in this article. They discuss the characteristics, frequency of upper limb and patho-anatomical features of chronic sweating. Authors summarized their almost 40 years experience in treatment methods, technological improvements as well as they review recent knowledge and relevant literature. The open thoracotomic desympathization applied in the beginnings was gradually replaced by a minimally invasive VATS-sympathectomy (Video Assisted Thoracoscopic Surgery). The possibilities of conservative treatments, local excision methods will also be discussed, as well as the application and efficiency of Botox-treatments that are used in plastic surgery. The mean frequency of 0.1-1.0% described in scientific literature is indicative of a significant number of unresolved cases, which thus requires more efficient diagnostic and patient orientation practices. Based on their experiences, the most efficient treatment of upper limb hyperhidrosis is the thoracic sympathectomy (ramicotomy and the relevant T(2) -T(3) ganglia) according to Smithwick-procedure and modified by others. If necessary, one-stage bilateral VATS-surgery may be applied. Another effective conservative possibility is the Botox-therapy, which they had applied individually at the plastic surgery clinic. Significant complications or compensatory hyperhidrosis were not detected.